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Big Rabbit, Small Rabbit 

1.  A Leader Indeed 
 
Most rabbits in his situation, lacking almost all experience of wild life, 

would have fallen victim at once to the elil: but not Woundwort. After a few 
days’ wandering, he came upon a small warren and, snarling and clawing, 
forced them to accept him. Soon he had become Chief Rabbit, having killed 
both the previous Chief and a rival named Fiorin. In combat he was terrifying, 
fighting entirely to kill, indifferent to any wounds he received himself and 
closing with his adversaries until his weight overbore and exhausted them. 
Those who had no heart to oppose him were not long in feeling that here was a 
leader indeed.  

Woundwort was ready to fight anything except a fox. One evening he 
attacked and drove off a foraging Aberdeen puppy. He was impervious to the 
fascination of the mustelidae, and hoped someday to kill a weasel, if not a 
stoat. When he had explored the limits of his own strength, he set to work to 
satisfy his longing for still more power in the only possible way—by increasing 
the power of the rabbits about him. He needed a bigger kingdom. Men were 
the great danger, but this could be circumvented by cunning and discipline. He 
left the small warren, taking his followers with him, and set out to look for a 
place suited to his purpose, where the very existence of rabbits could be 
concealed and extermination made very difficult. (308-309) 
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2.  Spirit of Mischief? 
 
The Wide Patrols began as mere forays or raids, led by Woundwort, 

into the surrounding country. He would simply pick four or five of the 
Owsla and take them out to look for trouble. On the first occasion they 
were lucky enough to find and kill a sick owl that had eaten a mouse that 
had eaten poison-dressed seed corn. On the next, they came upon two 
hlessil whom they compelled to return with them to join the warren. 
Woundwort was no mere bully. He knew how to encourage other rabbits 
and to fill them with a spirit of emulation. It was not long before his 
officers were asking to be allowed to lead patrols. Woundwort would give 
them tasks—to search for hlessil in a certain direction or to find out 
whether a particular ditch or barn contained rats which could later be 
attacked in force and driven out. Only from farms and gardens were they 
ordered to keep clear. One of these patrols, led by a certain Captain 
Orchis, discovered a small warren two miles to the east, beyond the 
Kingsclere-Overton road, on the outskirts of Nutley Copse. The General 
led an expedition against it and broke it up, the prisoners being brought 
back to Efrafa, where a few of them later rose to be Owsla members 
themselves. (310-311) 
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3.  Facing the Truth 
 
“The patrol brought you in, I’m told. What were you doing?” 
“I’ve come to join Efrafa.” 
“Why?” 
“I’m surprised you ask. It’s your warren, isn’t it? Is there 

anything odd about someone wanting to join?” 
Woundwort was nonplused. He was no fool and it was, he 

could not help feeling, extremely odd that any right-minded 
rabbit should choose to walk into Efrafa of his own accord. But he 
could hardly say so. (315) 
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4.  The Power of Woundwort 

 
Bigwig realized that since the moment when Kehaar had attacked him in the 

field, Woundwort had not only retained control over his officers but had actually 
made a plan and put it into effect. The storm and the difficult going had upset the 
fugitives and disorganized them. Woundwort, on the other hand, had taken his 
rabbits into the ditch and then made use of it to get them down to the water 
meadow, unexposed to further attack from Kehaar. Once there, he must have gone 
straight for the plank bridge—which he evidently knew about—and set an ambush 
under cover. But as soon as he had grasped that for some reason the runaways were 
not making for the bridge after all, he had instantly sent Campion to make his way 
round through the undergrowth, regain the bank downstream and cut them off; and 
Campion had done this without error or delay. Now Woundwort meant to fight 
them, here on the bank. He knew that Kehaar could not be everywhere and that the 
bushes and undergrowth provided enough cover, at a pinch, to dodge him. It was 
true that the other side had twice his numbers, but most of them were afraid of him 
and none was a trained Efrafan officer. Now that he had them pinned against the 
river, he would split them up and kill as many as possible. The rest could run away 
and come to grief as they might. 

Bigwig began to understand why Woundwort’s officers followed him and 
fought for him as they did.  

“He’s not like a rabbit at all,” he thought. “Flight’s the last thing he ever thinks 
of. If I’d known three nights ago what I know now, I don’t believe I’d ever have gone 
into Efrafa. I suppose he hasn’t realized about the boat, too? It wouldn’t surprise 
me.” He dashed across the grass and jumped on the planking beside Hazel. (366-367) 
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5.  Missing the Mouse 
 
Looking back, the last thing Bigwig saw was the face of 

General Woundwort staring out of the gap in the willow herb 
where the boat had lain. It reminded him of the kestrel on 
Watership Down which had pounced into the mouth of the hole 
and missed the mouse. (368) 
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6.  Standing an Assault 

“Holly’s right to want to stop the holes,” went on Hazel. “It’s the 
best thing to do. We fill the holes in, good and thorough. Then they have 
to dig us out. The warren’s deep. It’s under a bank, with tree roots all 
through it and over the top. How long can all those rabbits stay on the 
down without attracting elil? They’ll have to give it up.” 

“You don’t know these Efrafans,” said Blackavar. “My mother used 
to tell me what happened at Nutley Copse. It would be better to go now.” 

“Well, go on, then,” answered Hazel. “I’m not stopping you. And I’m 
not leaving this warren. It’s my home.” He looked at Hyzenthlay, heavy 
with young, who was sitting in the mouth of the nearest hole and 
listening to the talk. “How far do you think she’ll get? And Clover—do we 
leave her or what?” 

“No, we must stay,” said Strawberry. “I believe El-ahrairah will save 
us from this Woundwort; and if he doesn’t, I’m not going back to Efrafa, 
I’ll tell you that.” 

“Fill in the holes,” said Hazel. (413) 
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7.  The Chief Rabbit Must Go Alone 
 
But suppose that he himself were to go and talk to 

Woundwort? Might there not just possibly be a chance of getting 
him to see sense? Whatever had happened at Nutley Copse, the 
Efrafans could not fight to the finish against rabbits like Bigwig, 
Holly and Silver without losing lives—probably a good many 
lives. Woundwort must know this. Perhaps it might not be too 
late, even now, to persuade him to agree to a new plan—a plan 
that would be as good for one warren as the other. 

“And perhaps it might be,” thought Hazel grimly. “But it’s a 
possible chance and so I’m afraid the Chief Rabbit has got to take 
it. And since this savage brute is probably not to be trusted, I 
suppose the Chief Rabbit must go alone.” (414-415) 
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8.  Woundwort’s Opportunity 

 
“Very well,” said Woundwort. “These are the terms. You will give back all 

the does who ran from Efrafa and you will hand over the deserters Thlayli and 
Blackavar to my Owsla.” 

“No, we can’t agree to that. I’ve come to suggest something altogether 
different and better for us both. A rabbit has two ears; a rabbit has two eyes, 
two nostrils. Our two warrens ought to be like that. They ought to be together
—not fighting. We ought to make other warrens between us—start one 
between here and Efrafa, with rabbits from both sides. You wouldn’t lose by 
that, you’d gain. We both would. A lot of your rabbits are unhappy now and 
it’s all you can do to control them, but with this plan you’d soon see a 
difference. Rabbits have enough enemies as it is. They ought not to make more 
among themselves. A mating between free, independent warrens—what do 
you say?” 

At that moment, in the sunset on Watership Down, there was offered to 
General Woundwort the opportunity to show whether he was really the leader 
of vision and genius which he believed himself to be, or whether he was no 
more than a tyrant with the courage and cunning of a pirate. For one beat of 
his pulse the lame rabbit’s idea shone clearly before him. He grasped it and 
realized what it meant. The next, he had pushed it away from him. The sun 
dipped into the cloud bank and now he could see clearly the track along the 
ridge, leading to the beech hanger and the bloodshed for which he had 
prepared with so much energy and care. 

“I haven’t time to sit here talking nonsense,” said Woundwort. (421-422) 
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9.  A Chance in a Thousand 
 
“I couldn’t do it again, Hazel-rah,” he said. 
“You haven’t got to,” replied Hazel. 
“It was touch and go, you know,” said Bigwig. “A chance in a 

thousand.” 
“Our children’s children will hear a good story,” answered 

Hazel, quoting a rabbit proverb. “How did you get that wound? 
It’s a nasty one.” 

“I fought a member of the Council police,” said Bigwig. 
“A what?” The term “Owslafa” was unknown to Hazel. 
“A dirty little beast like Hufsa,” said Bigwig. (370-371) 
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10.  Woundwort’s Plan 
 
His idea was that, if possible, they should make the journey in one 

day. This would forestall any possible rumors of their approach. To satisfy 
himself that they could do this and still be fit to fight when they arrived, 
he took Campion and two others, and himself covered the three and a half 
miles to the down east of Watership. Here, he grasped at once the best 
way to approach the beech hanger without being seen or smelled. The 
prevailing wind was westerly, as at Efrafa. They would arrive at evening 
and then assemble and rest in the combe south of Cannon Heath Down. 
As soon as twilight fell and Thlayli and his rabbits had gone 
underground, they would come along the ridge and attack the warren. 
With luck, there would be no warning whatever. They would be safe for 
the night in the captured warren and the following day he himself and 
Vervain would be able to return to Efrafa. The remainder, under Campion, 
could have a day’s rest and then make their way back with the does and 
any other prisoners there might be. The whole thing could be finished in 
three days. (418) 
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11.  Treasure Out of Egypt 
 
“It looks as though we really are going to live a natural life 

again at last, doesn’t it?” said Bigwig, as they browsed their way 
along the bank. “What a summer it’s been! I keep dreaming I’m 
back in Efrafa, you know; but it’ll pass off, I suppose. One thing I 
brought back out of that place, though, and that’s the value of 
keeping a warren hidden. As we get bigger, Hazel, we ought to 
take care of that. We’ll do better than Efrafa, though. When we’ve 
reached the right size, rabbits can be encouraged to leave.” 

“Well, don’t you leave,” said Hazel, “or I’ll tell Kehaar to 
bring you back by the scruff of the neck. I’m relying on you to 
produce us a really good Owsla.” 

“It’s certainly something to look forward to,” said Bigwig. 
“Take a pack of young fellows across to the farm and chase the 
cats out of the barn to get an appetite. Well, it’ll come.” (411) 
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12.  The Nature of Dogs I 
 
“Now, Rowsby Woof was the man’s dog; and he was the most 

objectionable, malicious, disgusting brute that ever licked a man’s hand. 
He was a big, woolly sort of animal with hair all over his eyes and the 
man kept him to guard the vegetable garden, especially at night. Rowsby 
Woof, of course, did not eat vegetables himself and anyone might have 
thought that he would be ready to let a few hungry animals have a lettuce 
or a carrot now and then and no questions asked. But not a bit of it. 
Rowsby Woof used to run loose from evening till dawn the next day; and 
not content with keeping men and boys out of the garden, he would go 
for any animals he found there—rats, rabbits, hares, mice, even moles—
and kill them if he could. The moment he smelled anything in the nature 
of an intruder he would start barking and kicking up a shine, although 
very often it was only this foolish noise which warned a rabbit and 
enabled him to get away in time.” (397-398) 
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13.  Accepting the Challenge 
 
“But hardly had they crossed the top of the garden and got 

among the cabbages than Rowsby Woof had winded them and 
down he came, barking and yelping, and they were lucky to get 
out in time. 

“’Dirty little beasts,’ shouted Rowsby Woof. ‘How—how! 
How—how dare you come snou—snou—snouting round here? 
Get out—out! Out—out!’ 

“’Contemptible brute!’ said El-ahrairah, as they scurried back 
to the warren with nothing to show for all their trouble. ‘He’s 
really annoyed me. I don’t know yet how it’s going to be done, 
but, by Frith and Inlé, before this frost thaws, we’ll eat his 
cabbages inside the house and make him look a fool into the 
bargain!’” (399) 
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14.  The Nature of Dogs II 
 
“’Tricks, Rowsby Woof?’ aid El-ahrairah. ‘Ah, I see you do not know me. 

But how should you? Listen, faithful, skillful hound. I am the Fairy Wogdog, 
messenger of the great dog spirit of the East, Queen Dripslobber. Far, far in the 
East her palace lies. Ah, Rowsby Woof, if only you could see her mighty state, 
the wonders of her kingdom! The carrion that lies far and wide upon the 
sands! The manure, Rowsby Woof! The open sewers! Oh, how you would jump 
for joy and run nosing all about!’ 

... 
 “Rowsby Woof came up to the fence and El-ahrairah pushed the rubber 

nose into the crack and moved it about. Rowsby Woof stood close, sniffing. 
“’Noble rat-catcher,’ whispered El-ahrairah, ‘it is indeed I, the Fairy 

Wogdog, sent to honor you!’ 
“’Oh, Fairy Wogdog!’ cried Rowsby Woof, dribbling and piddling all over 

the gravel. ‘Ah, what elegance! What aristocratic distinction! Can that really be 
decayed cat that I smell? With a delicate overtone of rotten camel! Ah, the 
gorgeous East!’” 

(“What on earth’s ‘camel’?” said Bigwig. 
“I don’t know,” replied Dandelion. “But it was in the story when I heard 

it, so I suppose it’s some creature or other.”) (401-402) 
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15.  The Nature of Dogs III 
 
“’I perceive, honest friend,” said El-ahrairah, ‘that you found the 

meat as swiftly as though it had been a rat. The house is safe and all is 
well. Now hark. I shall return to the Queen and tell her of all that has 
passed. It was her gracious purpose that if you showed yourself worthy 
tonight, by trusting her messenger, she would herself send for you and 
honor you. Tomorrow night she will be passing through this land on her 
way to the Wolf Festival of the North and she means to break her journey 
in order that you may appear before her. Be ready, Rowsby Woof!’ 

“’Oh, Fairy Wogdog!’ cried Rowsby Woof. ‘What joy it will be to 
grovel and abase myself before the Queen! How humbly I shall roll upon 
the ground! How utterly shall I make myself her slave! What menial 
cringing will be mine! I will show myself a true dog!’ 

“’I do not doubt it,’ said El-ahrairah. ‘And now, farewell. Be patient 
and await my return!’” (403) 


